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Jen Jackson
Jen Jackson

None
Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Age: 20
Family: Thomas & Merriam Melsworth - Parents

Gregory (older) & Henry (younger) - Brothers
Kyle Jackson - Uncle

Zodiac Sign:
Height: 5' 8”
Weight: 165lbs.
Bra Size: B

Organization Star Army Nepleslia
Rank Private 3rd class

Occupation Marine / Scout
Current Placement Cirrus Station

Jen Jackson In Roleplay

Jen is a Player Character played by Scot. She is currently involved the plot Cirrus Station.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 8” Mass: 165lbs. Measurements: Imagine them Bra Size: B

Build and Skin Color: Jen has strong legs and a mild tone of muscle from marine training, and with a
healthy shade of tan skin.

Facial Features and Eye Color: She has the look of a high class woman, her attitude however, gives
her an appearance of a street punk. She also has Brown eyes

Hair Color and Style: Originally was long blond hair, but was cut short and her hair dyed to a purple
color.

Distinguishing Features:

A homing beacon was planted into Jen's right eye when she was young by her father's insistence, so as a
way for her to never be alone and is something of a memento of Jen's, as the only real thing that
connected her to her father. It's purpose was to broadcast her position on a specific frequency that could
be broadcasted at ranges up to 100 miles. Important parts of her body is shielded as well, in a measure
so that the transmission would not damage her body. This beacon can only be activated mentally, or
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remotely if a switch is programmed to do the job specifically. The eye can also record up to 5 minutes of
video and transmit on the same frequency, however only up to a few feet, and is more of a way to see
what the user saw in their last few minutes of life.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Jen is very rude and tomboyish and is sometimes quick to anger which leads her to poor
judgment. She also sometimes tease or or pick fights, depending on her mood. Despite this, she is very
dependable friend who would give her life for another, and is quick to apologize if her actions caused a
friend's distress

Likes: Marksmen training, teddy bears, acting, fighting, looking out for others. Dislikes: Girly girls, fish,
bugs. Goals: -Advance in military career. -Marry someone she loves. -Grow as an actress.

History

Pre-RP

Originally her name was Jennifer Melsworth, a young girl with bright blond hair, her family is wealthy
family that owned a big business in hardware and software products specializing in tracking and homing
devices and based their lives in a capital city on Nepleslia. Not everything they do is legal, but then they
have the money to get away with such shady practices and is only recently they began to clean their act
up as Nepleslia became its own faction.

She was the middle child of the family, as her older brother Gregory was going to inherit the family name
and eventually went into the military, while her younger brother Henry was destined to work in the
company, leaving Jennifer to become an actress to marry a wealthy Nepleslian. All this was planned out
by her mother Merriam Melsworth, who was in control of family finances and welfare of the children,
while the father Thomas Melsworth was generally busy with work and inventions to keep the company
flourishing, and is in a way a slave to his wife. Thomas had created a tracking device that could be
implanted along with cybernetics, and would not interfere with the body, or be noticeable, thus became
popular with the middle class woman who believed their husbands were cheating on them and made a
good profit. Later his wife got a government contract to make more advanced version for government
officials who also wanted the tech, so that they could be found in case of a kidnapping.

When not doing studies, her mother often let her play with other kids, most being boys in hopes she
would marry one of them to increase the family's fortune. Instead however she began to gain a boyish
attitude, often they sparred with her and found her fun to be with. As for other girls she couldn't really
stand being with the “princess girls” that she socialized with, for exception of one. A half genshin
Elizabeth Merrith who was roughly the same age as Jennifer, both became childhood friends, and was the
only one Jennifer could tell everything to. When with Elizabeth they could do things that Jen's mother
would not have allowed, as Elizabeth's parents were not at all strict, especially with her highly
exceptional grades. Jennifer knew she had to hide her new personality when she accidentally said some
slang in front of her mother, afterwards she used her acting lessons to hide her true self, behaving like
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the perfect daughter. Mrs. Melsworth became more strict to what boys she could meet, picking ones she
had plans for arranged marriage, but did not disconnect Jennifer from Elizabeth, as she was a friend and
business partner to her parents.

On her 16th birthday, Jennifer made a deal with her uncle Kyle Jackson that would aid her escape from
the life she was living in, and join the military. After writing a note of apology, she handed it to her
Elizabeth in a book and made her promise to read it on a specific day. Some days later she was picked up
by Elizabeth to visit her house, upon arrival, her fan club with the boys had set up a ride for Jennifer to
meet up with her uncle, and also those who knew how to fight helped knock out the guards. As Jennifer
left the boys wished her luck, leaving Elizabeth befuddled, at least until she read the letter in the book. It
was essential that it took place near Elizibeth's place as her family employed fewer guards, not that they
would be a target of any attack. Later the boys would all be grounded for a month, though Elizabeth was
forgiven. All this time she did not suspect that Jennifer would do something this crazy or drastic,
assuming that the sheltered girl would stay sheltered.

Kyle Jackson had everything planned out ahead of time, Jennifer's escape took place on her 17th
birthday, one year after the deal and he had Jennifer's papers set so that she would go missing, and
assume the new identity of Jen Jackson. An adoptive relative with purple hair who made a good candidate
for the military. This act was not out of outright kindness from Kyle, as this was to be his bargaining chip
against Jen's family so they could no longer keep him in blackmail against his suspicious connections with
the reds, as he was in business of selling weapons. His cover up of Jen's identity was not perfect
however, and a well trained intelligence officer can find a trail. To anyone else however she was now Jen
Jackson.

To make this work however Jen had to join the military, Kyle had very few connections outside of the
military and could not guarantee Jen's disappearance on the world which she could be easily identified.
While Jen rather become a civilian not trapped by the strict rules of her mom, she agreed to these terms,
not only as an escape but a way to explore space she would never seen in her old life.

Jen then went to boot camp for extensive training for about 2 years before being assigned somewhere.

Service Record

-Assignment name-

-Description about assignment-

-Mission name-

-Description about mission-
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Skills

Communication

During time in boot camp, Jen became familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions, and is also fluent in Nepleslian. She can
speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire,
etc. Jen is skilled in field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication
(hand signals, flashing lights, etc).

Fighting

Jen received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling and/or killing
opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons she is trained
in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all
kinds. Jen is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance. She is also able to pilot land-
based power armors, but must rely on the suit’s A.I. to do anything advanced.

Survival

Jen knows how to survive in hostile environments. She can build shelters, hunt and forage for food, build
a fire, etc. The character can camouflage herself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics. This was
her specialty in training to be a scout.

Strategy (Tactics/discipline)

Jen can understand and give out tactical commands and work with his troop to follow those commands
efficiently. She knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively trained in
discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under extreme
pressure (combat, etc). The character is able to recognize ambush points. He knows basic math in order
to calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.

Physical (Running)

Thanks largely to her training and to her constant exercise, she has become a sprinter, and can cover
long distances in a short amount of time without growing too tired.
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Leadership (Recognizing ambush points)

Extensive survival exercises has taught her to be cautious in an area where an ambush could occur, and
will notify others if she feels there is a danger of an attack.

Entertainment (acting, singing)

Jen has taken acting courses when she was young, and has developed several characters for herself. She
also has a good singing voice, though does not know of it yet.

Inventory

Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia

1 Pistol belt, black, with .45 holster 1 Pistol, Styrling Silver Special .45 Caliber, with 2 extra magazines

Personal Items/Things

Finances

Jen is currently a Private 3rd Class in the Star Army Nepleslia. She receives a weekly salary of -salary- per
week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion
Character Data
Character Name Jen Jackson
Character Owner Scot
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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